Forget The Murder; Remember The Man, Root For The Son
Mickey Thompson was not a tall man.
Although small in stature, his legacy is
larger than life and people who never
knew him oftentimes perceive him to
have been more than six feet tall. Son
Danny has found this to be a common
misconception about his late, famous
father.
Incredibly, two decades have passed
since that mind-numbing day when Mickey and Trudy were gunned down in their
driveway one gentle March morning.
Grisly as it was sensational, not even murder could eclipse the man and his
machines, or as pal and car builder, John
House, liked to say, “Mickey was full
throttle all the time – the kind of guy who
could break an anvil with a feather.”
For all the tall tales and wild stories
told about one of America’s hot rodding
heroes, it fell to author Erik Arneson to
put Mickey’s life story into one concise
volume. I found the book to be an accurate reflection of the man that included
his fiery temper as well as his uncanny
ability to snake horsepower out of everything he touched.
His new book entitled, “Mickey
Thompson, The Fast Life and Tragic
Death of a Racing Legend,” gets the
thumbs up from not only Danny, but his
mom, Mickey’s first wife, Judy Thompson-Creach.
“We were in the middle of Goodwin’s
murder trial when Arneson first contacted
me about the book,” Danny told me, “I
didn’t want to talk to anyone then. The
publisher was going to do the book with,
or without, the family, but Erik wanted

the family on board and waited
until everyone was comfortable with
the project.”
Some 600 emails, more than 50 interviews and six months later, the book
emerged from the Motorbooks International Publishing house. It is a great read
about Mickey’s tenacious spirit, his family
life and how he made his
many indelible marks on
American Motorsports.
Well researched and
written in an engaging
“c’mon along for the ride”
prose, readers will finish
the book with an uncanny
sense of having lived alongside Mickey as he blazes
through the automotive and
racing industries.
For land speed racers, the
dynamiting of the Challenger driveshaft failure as
baloney will come as quite
the shock. Thompson had
exceeded 400 miles per
hour in 1960 on a world
record run but was unable to make the
required return run to secure a record
blaming it on a broken driveshaft.
It never happened.
“Dad learned very early to take care of
his sponsors” explained Danny, “he was
ahead of the curve of taking care of those
who took care of him so he couldn’t
blame Pontiac. For years I perpetuated
the myth as well and then one day I was
looking over the car and I realized there
was no driveshaft!

I was puzzled at first, but knew how
clever his dad could be. He tried to tell
me things when he was alive that never
sank in until a lot later. I was probably too
young and pig-headed.”
Although not Pontiac’s fault, the fact
that one of the four engines didn’t go into
gear and subsequently over-revved itself

into oblivion was not something Mickey
Thompson was about to tell anyone.
The book traces Mickey’s life all the
way back to his birth, chronicling his
meteoric rise to motorsports fame in drag
racing, land speed racing, off-road and
even his foray into open-wheel competition at Indy.
The only factual error I noted was
attributing ownership of the Sandmaster
off-road buggy to Rick Mears who won
Mickey’s inaugural SCORE stadium race
at Riverside. Not true. It was built and
owned by innovator Scott McKenzie who
for years operated McKenzie’s Automotive that serviced the off-road enthusiast
and racing crowd.
A major motion picture is being developed using an original screenplay by
David Baxter and produced by Bandito
Brothers. I’m betting Arneson’s book
influences a great number of the scenes.
Rather than a straight gear-head flick,
the storyline revolves around Mickey and
Danny focusing on the conflicts that boys
have with their fathers.
“People will be able to relate,” said
Thompson, 69, who had a controversial
existence with his dad, “I am very happy
with how it is coming together.”
Judy recalls telling her mom that Mickey was an “egotistical pipsqueak” but she
went out with him anyway because he was
different than any other boy she knew.
“He was very confident in his own
skin,” she said, “At 16, there are not too
many people who affect you like that.”

Her fascination turned to marriage
with two children (Lyndy, Danny’s younger sister) and a very gratifying existence
that lasted until Mickey moved onto
another phase of life that Judy, now 80,
simply didn’t feel comfortable being part
of – the kind that needed a big house to
entertain sponsors lavishly.
“I was perfectly happy in El Monte,
next to the barrio, chasing parts, working on the engines. We all took care of
each other, looked out for each other.
I was held up late one afternoon
waiting at Halibrand for parts and worried about the kids, but when I called
my neighbor she said ‘they are already
fed.’
A child with cancer had his own
chair in Mickey’s shop and Mickey
would talk to him as long as he wanted
to stay. Even the police who came
responding to noise complaints, would
often forget why they came by in the
first place.”
The book and Hot Rod Magazine
article came out on her birthday.
“I have heard from everyone except
God,” she said laughing with animated
amusement, “Every call turns into a
2-hour reminiscent conversation. Eric did
a very good job on the story without
embellishing. Mickey’s life was exciting
enough you didn’t need anybody to add
any whipped cream to the top of the
cake.”
This, from a lady who went into labor
with her son, but refused to go to the
hospital until she had finished the valve
job she was doing for Mickey.
“I loved pleasing Mickey; he’d go to
work at the newspaper and I would clean
all the tools, loosen all nuts, attach the
engine to the cherry picker, anything I
could to help. I just loved it.”
When Mickey broke his back Judy
recalls a telegram from Donald Campbell
whom she first thought was a stuck-up,
class-conscious guy that turned out to be
very nice. Bear in mind the communiqué
came after Campbell has crashed Bluebird at Bonneville. It read:
“Mickey, my old buddy, I hope we learn
a lesson from this – I’ll keep my ass out of
cars and you keep you ass out of boats.”

Federal Laboratory Consortium
For scientists in the lab, the mantra has
always been: “Research, Develop, Test
and Evaluate” so when I was asked to give
a presentation on land speed racing to
some of the smartest folks on the planet it
made perfect sense to assimilate my talk
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to their comfort zone. Besides, I’d be telling them about one of the world’s biggest,
and certainly one of the fastest labs
on earth.
The Federal Laboratory Consortium
for Technology Transfer (FLC) is the
nationwide network of 250 federal laboratories that provides the forum to
develop strategies and opportunities for
linking laboratory mission technologies
and expertise with the marketplace.
The idea was borne out my association
with the United States Air Force Academy and the sponsorship I put together for
the Steve Fossett World Land Speed
Record Team. Our thinking was that if
the USAFA was able to partner with a
racing team, perhaps other labs might
likewise discover outreach opportunities
in land speed racers that could invigorate
their own work in new ways.
After my keynote address that opened
the conference in Denver last September,
I stuck around to hear a few other presentations. Listening to what these people
are tinkering with imbued me with a special feeling of patriotic pride.
I got a chance to hang out with America’s brain trust and share the marvels of
LSR with them. Things went so well that
I’ve been invited to give another talk to
the national gathering next May in Charlotte, NC.
The presentations included new energies, biodiesel, solar, wind and ocean
power with an eyebrow lifter that
explained how a microbial fuel cell is possible. Think about that. A right bunch of
Buck and Becky Rogers they were, I kid
you not.
To give you a taste of what I found out
about while there, below are a few of the
participating labs. The scientists at Los
Alamos have developed software that permits computers to run cooler in high
temperature environments. Anybody out
there think this might help LSR?
– Air Force Research Laboratory
– American Biodiesel
– DOE Office of Science
– Los Alamos National Laboratory
– NASA Ames Research Center
– NASA Johnson Space Center
– National Renewable Energy
Laboratory
– Navy Space and Naval Warfare
Systems Center
– Rocky Mountain Oilfield Testing
Center Sandia National Laboratory
– Scripps Institution of Oceanography
– U.S. Air Force Academy

Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann
Noeth is the authoress of the award-winning book, Bonneville: The Fastest Place on
Earth, a complete historical review of the
first 50 years of land speed racing now in
its 7th and final printing. Publisher MBI
has informed Noeth when the current
inventory is sold the book will not be
reprinted. For more details and to order,
go to: www.landspeedproductions.biz
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There are no other climate control systems
like the all new Gen-IV Magnum and SureFit
Series systems. Engineered specifically for
later model and larger classics, the Gen-IV
is simply the most powerful, intelligent,
and reliable climate control system you
can own. Here’s why:

Representative
Gen-IV System
Package

Everything We Have Learned In
Thirty Three Years Is Engineered
Into The New Gen-IV Series
TOP VIEW

Gen-IV Case Designed
To Clear Larger
Trans Tunnels

12”

FIREWALL

10.5”
7.5”

26”

On custom fit applications, the unique shape of the Gen-IV
allows fitments in vehicles with high transmission tunnels and
stepped firewalls such as cars of the ‘50s through the ‘80s.
The Gen-IV is also available as a complete SureFit TM
kit for popular classic cars such as Tri-5 Chevys,
Camaros, Corvette, Impala, Firebird, Barracuda and
Challenger, with others coming soon.

As the originator of electronic ser vo
controlled systems we have learned from
our years of testing and development that
every system component and sub-system
must be designed from the beginning to
integrate perfectly for maximum efficiency
and performance . The Gen-IV is not an
evolution - it is a revolution.
The Gen-IV system has no cables to route, no
vacuum requirements, or capillary tubes.
All functions are controlled with just three
lighted rotary switches on a panel connected
by three slim wires.
Inside, every Gen-IV features a separate
cuprobrazed TM high capacity heater coil
and a super efficient aluminum plate & fin
cooling coil. Blend air doors allow infinite
dash & floor and defrost & floor air distribution. In full a /c mode, air bypasses the
heater core completely to reduce restriction
and maximize cool air delivery. Our positive
shut-off solenoid heater control valve eliminates any heat exchange in full a/c mode.
Learn more about this amazing system from
your dealer or online at:

www.vintageair.com

ears

Y33

Hot Rod & Restoration 2007
Award Winning Technology!

800.732.3460
*Gen-IV Magnum and SureFit are trade names of Vintage Air Inc.
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